
Vermont

On 03 March 1791, Vermont was admitted to the Union as the 14th state.
Proud to be a member of the United States, the first Vermont Flag, a state militia flag, was 
created in October, 1803. Tennessee and Ohio had been admitted to the union at this time and, 
perhaps anticipating the national Congress, Vermont's first flag was created with seventeen 
stripes and seventeen stars in the tradition of the U.S. Flag. The word "VERMONT" was spelled 
out in upper case letters above the stars and stripes. Fifteen years later in 1817, the national 
Congress stepped back and authorized the current flag design of thirteen stripes and a star for 
each state.
Vermont went back to the drawing board and authorized a new design on October 20, 1838. This 
new design continued to align with that of the U.S. Flag. This new design reduced the number of 
red and white stripes from seventeen to thirteen. Instead of a star for each state, however, the 
union contained one large white star on a blue field. Within the confines of the star was displayed 
the Vermont Coat of Arms. This flag remained as the official state flag until 1919.
Eventually Vermonters began to desire a more unique state flag that would not be so easily 
confused with the flag of the United States when hanging from a pole. As the idea for a change 
became more prominent, it was found that the flag authorized in 1838, was not ever really used 
to any extent and that not many were even aware of its existence. The flag carried by Vermont 
regiments in the Civil War, the Spanish American War and at the outbreak of World War I was a 
flag that displayed the Vermont State Coat of Arms on a blue field. This design had customarily 
been carried as the Governor's flag.
And so, in 1919, the third Vermont State Flag was authorized. This third design displayed the 
Vermont State Coat of Arms on a blue field. This is the Vermont State Flag as we know it today.
The Vermont Coat of Arms was constructed from elements within the state seal. Though some 
descriptions were written, it's impossible to know exactly what was on the minds of those who 
chose the elements of the seal and coat of arms. We can make some very good suppositions.
The shield contains the elements from the seal itself; the pine tree, the sheaves of wheat, the cow, 
the mountains, the sky and the state motto. Though most of the meaning behind the elements was 
not recorded, the symbolism is fairly obvious.

 The pine tree represents the forests of Vermont. The tall, straight pine trees were marked 
for masts for the state's navy.
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 The three sheaves represent the vegetative aspects of agriculture, the cultivation of crops 
and food stuffs.

 The cow represents the animal aspects of agriculture, the breeding of cattle for dairy 
products and meat products.

 The mountains most certainly represent the Green Mountains of the State. Indeed, the 
author of the law is said to have remarked that the high peaks were Camel's Hump and 
Mount Mansfield.

 The yellow sky, prescribed by law, can represent the warmth and vitality provided by the 
sun.

Three items were added to the shield to complete Vermont's Coat of Arms.
 A scroll, beneath the shield, that displays the state motto;
 Two pine branches offer support to the shield. This "badge" is reminiscent of the pine 

sprigs that soldiers wore at the Battle of Plattsburgh in 1814.
 The crest, a stag's head displayed on a blue and yellow scroll sits atop the shield. In 

heraldic terms, the stag's head can peace, harmony or represent a passivity, unless 
provoked.


